Descriptive Summary

Title: Les Gundel fan collection
Dates: circa 1970s
Collection Number: 1998-39
Creator/Collector:
Extent: 1 carton
Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103
Abstract: This is a small collection of handmade disco fans created by Gundel during the 1970s, as well as parts of fans for making more. These fans here a popular item at disco parties, where individuals could dance while waving and gesturing with one or more handheld fans.

Language of Material: English

Access
Collection is open for research.

Preferred Citation
Les Gundel fan collection. GLBT Historical Society

Acquisition Information
Gift of Kathleen McAdams on December 5, 1998.

Scope and Content of Collection
This is a small collection of handmade disco fans created by Gundel during the 1970s, as well as parts of fans for making more. These fans here a popular item at disco parties, where individuals could dance while waving and gesturing with one or more handheld fans.
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